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Young and on the rise in his career, Christen Travers wanted a new lease on life, moving to a new

state and accepting the dream position he worked so hard for Christen just needs to blow off some

steam. Not wanting a relationship, his goal is to find the perfect one-night stand, one he will hit it and

forget it, then go back to the life he strived for.Jaxson Colvin, Special Agent, works for the FBI. On a

night off and wanting to unwind, offering to buy the sexy stranger a drink turns into a night he won't

soon forget. The memories of that one night keep Jaxson company when he is out on assignment

far longer than he anticipated. Sometimes one-night stands bring much more than a few hours of

enjoyment and memories. When Jaxson and Christen bump into each other again, they both have

to learn that sometimes one night can turn into a Forever.This book contains sexually explicit

materials and is intended for adult readers over the age of 18.
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This was a great story. I almost gave up after the first few pages because it was more telling and



less showing. I'm glad I stuck with it cause things really picked up. I loved the character

development and the author did a nice job of toggling between perspectives. I also enjoyed that

Chris and Jax didn't just jump into a relationship. The tension felt authentic and the payoff was worth

it. It was engaging and kept me turning the pages. An editor or even a proof read would have made

this a slam dunk. Little mistakes pulled me out of the flow of the story but I'd definitely read more

from this author.

So being a newbie to this type of genre I will have to state I was pleasantly surprised!! I would have

never thought that I would be able to get lost up into characters so easily. So much so that I actually

read this book in 24hrs...it kind of reminded me of when I used to get caught up as a little girl in

those romance novels from back in the day. If you are off into this genre you will definitely enjoy the

read. For a first timer, not too bad!! Enjoyable, intriguing and honestly has a sweet and enduring

storyline!! It makes one realize that love is love regardless of who it is between...there is NO

DIFFERENCE!! This has spurred my interest in reading other novels of this type. In addition, I look

forward to reading the next volume which I have already ordered!! Not too bad Giovanna

Reaves...looking forward to reading many more of your books in the near future!!!

I really enjoyed and loved reading this wonderful book it was lovely written. I loved the relationship

between Jaxson and Christen. I loved that they got their happy ending and their happy little family at

the end too. I loved the twists and turns and the edge of the seat action too. This book was so

emotional and very funny and so sweet too. Loved everything about this book I can't wait to read

the next book in this series. I loved every character in this book. I will recommend this book and

series to everybody I know and to all my friends too. Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â•

I took a chance on this due to some recommendations, and surprisingly I enjoyed this. I found

Christen hard to relate to. He was so standoffish, a bit hard edge which turns out to be not the real

him. Jaxson was adorable and tried so hard to get Christen to let him into his life. It has a fews

twists I didn't see coming. Hopefully there is a book 2 because but Christen has 2 hot twin brothers!

I decided to step out of my comfort zone and took a chance at reading this book. It is a definite page

turner and very interesting. All the characters some how tie into each other one way or another

which keeps you guessing. And of course there is drama, drama, drama!!!! I can't want for the

sequel!!!



I enjoyed this to a point, I wanted to strangle Christen he drove me nuts and Jaxson had the

patience of a saint. I liked the storyline, but it could of had a little more depth, and a little better

editing. I will read book 2.

DISCLAIMER: This review was originally posted on my book blog The Book Challengers.This one

was definitely one of the oddest books I have had the pleasure of reading lately. What drew me in at

first, was the beautiful cover with the men's silhouettes and the colours. Plus, it helped that it was

free at the time of me grabbing a copy. :)Diving in, I already knew that it was going to be one of

these odd mpreg romances where it's possible for men to get pregnant as well, but I had no idea

that it would be set in the contemporary setting with only a slight scifi alteration to it. The few rare

mpreg romances I have read before have used the good old paranormal/supernatural fantasy

excuse as to why men are all of a sudden having babies on their own (it's like someone installed

them with their own womb and uterus). This time, however, it's all because an evil scientist made

some tests for the military that had a side effect of all men getting pregnant when they wish to when

he contaminated the water supply with that chemical/supplement/whatever.I don't know why this

alteration affected only men, not women, too, as they consume the same water as men do. Also,

what are the changes to the animals? Nobody knows as the only change Reaves talks about is the

one where men are pregnant (yes, our hero Christen happens to be one of them). And are super

duper emotional during the time.While most of the story seemed to be in the contemporary setting, I

also got a whiff of the good ol' supernatural shifter Alpha male... ahem, mate business as it seemed

that Reaves had some trouble coming to the conclusion what genre we're really talking about here.

Plus the mention of cubs, instead of babies by the future baby-daddy Christen? Super odd.Jaxson

is the top, the Alpha in this relationship while Christen is the bottom, the female of the relationship. I

really hate to use this comparison here, but Christen really does seem like your usual crybaby

female character who gets into trouble and stuff like that and who simply happens to have also male

genitalia in this story. Jaxson is the one who has to instigate their entire relationship while Christen

is thinking whether he's ready for it or not and crying half the time and eating gross sounding stuff

because pregnancy. See what I mean?There were a few editorial issues. For example: where

Christen's brothers changed their age from being one year older than him to suddenly two years

older. Where Jaxson was supposed to be in his late thirties, but at one point it was mentioned that

he was only 7 years older than Christen.. Please tell me how can a person be in his late thirties

when the first character is 28 and he's 7 years older. I have always thought that 35 was in the



mid-thirties...All in all, an okay read to pass the time, but it would be greatly appreciated by the

readers if the author made a few (editorial) changes to the story.

This was an amazing read. The characters were all wonderful and getting to know them along the

way as the story goes was great. The bonds between family and friends in the story was strong and

that's what truly caught my attention. Yes, this book has a lot of steamy stuff but also several if not

many against about making hard decisions that often times people face with about pregnancy and

also relationships. Even though in the end it all turned out really well.
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